Notices, Limits of Liability and Disclaimer of Warranty

Limits of Liability and Disclaimer of Warranty

Course content is intended as continuing education for professionals and no warranty exists of any kind, expressed or implied with regard to the materials presented in each chapter. Robert Bean, Healthy Heating and content providers shall not be liable in the event of incidental or consequential damages in connection with, or arising from the use of the information contained within the content.

Notice of credit and copyright

Every reasonable effort has been made to ensure illustrations and content presented in this educational program are technically correct and have been properly credited with notice of copyright assigned or assumed to be present in accordance with prevailing copyright laws. All errors are un-deliberate and accidental and we correct all errors or omissions as they are brought to our attention (see Notice of liability of use).

Copyright for the presentation is held by Robert Bean through www.healthyheating.com along with numerous content providers.

Any use of the presentation and its content other than for non-commercial, personal continuing education and reference must be cleared with the individual content owners.

Notice of animation in slides

Many slides contain animations which, when printed, may lose their resolution or present inaccuracies, i.e. gauge readings rotating in an animation may become positioned incorrectly during the printing. Effort has been made to mitigate these instances but be aware that they do exist. If in doubt please contact info@healthyheating.com

Notice of Liability Of Use

Robert Bean through Healthy Heating, a not for profit on-line educational resource, with its content providers, has prepared the course materials including formulas, tables, graphs, illustrations and specifications for educational purposes only. The information contained within this material and accompanying slides and handouts, reflects best judgment in light of the information available at the time of preparation.

Any use which a second party (you) or third party (your contacts or anyone in possession of the content) makes of these documents, or any reliance on or decisions to be made based on the documents, are the responsibility of such parties (you, your contacts and anyone else).

Robert Bean and Healthy Heating along with its content providers accept no responsibility for damages, if any suffered by any party as a result of decisions made or actions taken based on these documents. In all cases readers must adhere to requirements established by local authorities having jurisdiction.
By no means, assumptions, presumptions or implications are the contents a substitute or replacement of or for design requirements through the engagement of a professional engineer.

This content exclusively owned by Robert Bean, Healthy Heating and content providers are strictly limited for the purpose of illustrating for educational purposes, the general design, layout, assembly and installation of equipment for Radiant Based HVAC Systems for residential structures and building classifications A through E and F3, non hazardous, non explosion proof, restricted to four stories or less.

The content (in part or in whole) shall not be downloaded, copied, reproduced, or altered by any means or method, nor shall it be distributed by or to any individual or companies without prior written authorization from Robert Bean, Healthy Heating and respective content providers.

All content including but not limited to formulas, graphs, tables, drawings, schematics, illustrations etc. and specifications - are to be considered conceptual only and subject to the final review, adaptation, modification, acceptance and approval for construction by a professional engineer.